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Support

Honesty

& Truth 
HONESTY MEANS
SPEAKING YOUR TRUTH
IN ALL MOMENTS, NO
MATTER THE RESISTANCE,
THE FEAR, OR THE
OUTCOME 

TRUTH IS WHATEVER IS
HIGHEST IN THAT
MOMENT AND WE
HONOR THAT, HOWEVER,
THERE ARE UNIVERSAL
TRUTHS THAT ALWAYS
ARE.



Always speak the truth, No matter what. 

HONESTY 

Honesty is authentic expression of how
you feel . When we are honest, we are
sharing and expressing from the heart
without any fear of judgment, rejection,
or "looking dumb". We understand that
nothing is good or bad its simply an
expression. As long as we are honoring
how we feel and being authentic, then
we are serving love.

WHEN WE ARE AUTHENTIC,
HONEST AND TRUTHFUL BEINGS,
WALKING OUR TRUTH, TALKING
OUR TRUTH AND BEING OUR
TRUTH, WE THEN INSPIRE OTHERS
TO DO THE SAME

Truth 

Speaking the truth means you are
in line with your soul, and you are
honoring what you feel and your
intuitions. This is part of anchoring
in your God Self, is to always be in
alignment with your soul. On a
planet of illusion, full whole truth
is what heals. 



Fill in the blanks using the universal law

: Support Truth & Honesty slideshow. 

UNIVERSAL LAW 1 ACTIVITY 

HONESTYTRUTH

Name Date

Speaking the truth means you
are in _______ with your

____________, and you are
honoring what you __________
and your ____________________.
This is part of anchoring in
your ___________ Self, is to

always be in alignment with
your soul. On a planet of
______________________, full

whole truth is what
____________________.

Honesty is ___________________________
expression of how you

__________________ . When we are
honest, we are

___________________________ and
expressing from the

______________________ without any fear
of ________________________________,
rejection, or "looking dumb". We

understand that nothing is good or
bad its simply an

_____________________________________. As
long as we are honoring how we feel

and being
____________________________________, then

we are serving _____________________.

____________________ IS WHATEVER IS HIGHEST IN THAT
__________________________ AND WE HONOR THAT,

HOWEVER, THERE ARE _________________________ TRUTHS
THAT ALWAYS ARE.

_______________________________ MEANS SPEAKING
YOUR TRUTH IN ALL _________________________, NO

MATTER THE RESISTANCE, THE FEAR, OR THE
__________________________________.



SUPPORT MOTHER EARTH

Say Hello to a stranger
Help your neighbour
Bake cookies for a relative or a friend
Donate a toy or something to charity
Pick up trash/rubbish in your local area or beach
Grow a garden, plant a tree to help Mother Earth
Say "I love you" more often
Buy organic food
Turn off lights at home when not in use
When you are out and about put your waste in the
bins provided
Use charity/Opportunity shops to buy clothes and
shoes
Say a prayer of gratitude to Mother Earth

UNIVERSAL LAW #2:
 SUPPORT MOTHER EARTH AND HEAVEN

Would you agree that we live in a beautiful world, with clean water to drink for most, food that
can be grown from the soil we walk on, trees that provide us abundant fruit, marine life to
observe in awe,  not to mention amazing places to visit and explore?

We are guardians of this land and it is important that we look after our planet and support
Mother Earth. This planet is Mother God's heart, she gives generously and with love, it is an
honour to be able to give back the same respect and love she has for us.

There are many ways to help, and it isn't just about doing things,
it is also about keeping our thoughts positive, being kind
to others and choosing words that have a positive effect to those 
around us.

Here are some ideas on how to help Mother Gaia thrive:



Have some fun! What brings you joy? Do more of it.
Be creative 
Learn a musical instrument 
Sing and dance
Pray to your angels and trust your angel guidance
Draw pictures of what heaven would look like and put around
the house
Be thankful  and appreciate what you have at all times
Use your imagination in play, explore new ways of being
Trust the unknown, this is about trying new things that you 
are not familiar with or good at
Hug and talk to trees, they are angels too
Do star gazing at night when the sky is clear
Do sun gazing and moon gazing
Trust your feelings and express yourself truthfully
Listen and talk to animals
Keep feeling into unicorns and mermaids even 
if you can't see them with your eyes

What does Heaven look and feel like to you?

Did you know that Mother God is here on the planet and she is asking all of her children to
come home. She is making it possible for heaven to exist on Planet Earth. How could you help
her make this into a reality?

First of all, we all need to reheart ourselves to live in the present moment of now. Stay in your
heart and do not worry about the past or the future. Know that Love is all that exist, any other
negative feeling such as sadness, being scared, worrying, these are not real. All you need to do
is be grateful in all moments and these feelings will disappear.

You can support heaven by keeping the vision of heaven
in your heart. Here are some examples of how you can keep 
the vision of heaven alive:

 

SUPPORT HEAVEN



Activity 1
Reflect on a moment where you experienced so much fun. On a
piece of paper describe the feelings you felt in that moment.
This is what you will feel in Heaven, because it’s the opposite of
boring! Share what you wrote with a friend.

Activity 2 - Heaven Collage
You will need plain construction paper, non-toxic glue, stickers,
pictures and markers. Explore and make your own collage of
what you feel heaven is like.

Activity 3
Write a song about Mother Earth

Activity 4
Play a Heart-Telepathy game with a friend or sibling. You can
choose and keep a colour in your thoughts without saying it.
The other person has to guess what colour you chose. Take
turns at feeling/guessing.

Activity 5
Make a list of all the things you want to or will be able to do in
heaven. There are no limitations in heaven so if you wish to fly
or teleport, you can!
 

ACTIVITY SHEET - 
SUPPORT MOTHER EARTH AND HEAVEN
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HAppiness
Support

NEW UNIVERSAL LAWS

Have you ever noticed how happy people 
do better in life? Happiness is one of the 

special ingredients needed to live a 
wonderful life. Happy people make many 

friends, happy people rarely get sick, 
happy people help each other and, happy 
people manage to do whatever they set 

their hearts to do so. Happiness is a 
superpower when you feel into it because 

it gives you the ability to see the bright 
side of everything. 

Not everyone can do so. Being happy is 
one of the things we should be doing all 
the time. When you are happy there are 
no gloomy days, because when you are 
happy you have everything you need to 
be well. There is nothing you will need 

from the outside to make you feel good 
when you have happiness in your life. 

Happy individuals smile, dance, sing, play, 
have a lot of energy and they enjoy life. 

Are you happy?



Every Little
Detail
Counts!

Make a list of all the things that make you happy you could easily do every single
day. Then you’ll have to do all this simple actions every day for 30 days, 

until it becomes a natural part of your day to day.

See if you have anything in common with others.

Activity sheet: Support Happiness, Joy, Creativity, Peace & HArmony

What makes you happy?

Find out what makes people around you happy?



JoySupport

There is nothing grander than being in 
joy. Joy is the highest state of wellbring 
one can achieve. It is when you are in 

great happiness, something so grand that 
it is difficult to express because it is more 
of a feeling that takes over all that you are 
and do. Being in joy helps you to increase 

your energy and it also helps you.
When you are doing that which you are 
passionate about you can reach greater 

levels of joy.

Steps to prepare for joy every day:
Wake up and be grateful of the new day 
ahead. Laying in bed, wiggle your fingers 

and toes. Feel your body. Sit up and 
notice 3 things you are grateful for and 
write them down in a special notebook. 
Get up and stretch, shake it off. Take 3 

deep breathes: Inhale thru your nose and 
exhale through your mouth. Feel how 

your can connect to the sacred space of 
your heart. You are ready to go!



Joy reins!!

This excersie is designed to make you identify the different
things that make you happy or bring you so much happiness
that this turns into joy. Make a table with 3 columns, name 
the first one little, more or less, extraordinary. Then you will 

draw what every made you happy throughout the week.
At the end of the week see what was it that made you the

the happiest.

Activity sheet: Support Happiness, Joy, Creativity, Peace & HArmony



Let us get creative! Creativity is your hability to make things happen, to be original 
and express yourself in your own unique way. It has no face and cannot fit inside a 

box. When you have the power to access your creativity there is no limits to what you 
can accomplish. Being unique, we can do things and fulfill tasks in different ways than 
others, it depends on our inventiveness and allowing ourselves to trully express who 

we really are and what life looks like to us. There are many ways to do so.
 One thing may work best for 

someone, and someone else will try 
something opposite to accomplish the 

same task. With creativity we allow 
ourselves to make the best out of 

every situation, learning in the process 
and doing that which we love, our own 

way. Knowing that if it does not turn 
out like we planned, we can always try 

something different. Until we are 
happy with the result. 



When we do things the same way every single time,
it is impossible to get a different result.

Make a drawing of your creative organ.
You can use a piece of paper, but you cannot use what you would normally use to paint.

Go out in nature and get creative!

Create a fun dish!

Activity sheet: Support Happiness, Joy, Creativity, Peace & HArmony



PeACE
support

There is peace when there is no violence 
and war. When people live and work 

together without disagreements. When 
people think differently when they believe 
they know better than the rest when they 
feel they deserve more or are entitled to 

be treated differently just because of their 
appearance or things they stop paying 
attention to the true value of life and 

human beings. They believe other things 
are more important than love and life. We 
need to be at peace with ourselves to be 

well with others.

Have you asked yourself why is there 
war in this world? What makes someone 
so angry or scared that they believe the 

only way of achieving something would be 
through acts of violence and war. If there 

was unity consciousness and everyone 
was striving to make the most out of every 
moment, living as brothers and sisters and 

helping each other, there would be no 
need for anything else and peace would 

prevail. Living and enjoying life together is 
the true way of existing in perfect 

harmony with everything around us.



what would you change 
to CREATE peace in the PLANET?

getting to know you
Finish the sentences.

I get angry at others when 

I get into a fight because

It is important to get along with everyone because

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT
Make amends with anyone you are angry with. From now on, never go to bed if you are upset 

with someone. Think of an action you can take to work things out.

Activity sheet: Support Happiness, Joy, Creativity, Peace & HArmony



Harmony is when what we feel, what we 
say, and what we do are in complete 

resonance with each other and
right action. It is when you can be 

congruent with every aspect of your life, 
and above all, you are in integrity with 
everything that surrounds you being 
heartful of the New Universal Laws. 

With harmony, there comes a sense of 
tranquility because everything is how 

and where it is supposed to be. This also 
applies to how you feel inside, when you 

are balanced and are able to acquire 
inner calmness there is nothing that can 

take that peace and feeling away.

Harmony
Support



How many other things did you need to balance the scale? ______
Maybe you were not able to do so!

If you did not manage to balance the scales why do you think this was?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Activity sheet: Support Happiness, Joy, Creativity, Peace & HArmony

- feel your inner harmony -
So within so without.

Get a balance scale.
Go outside and find a stone,

the size of a peach.
Put the stone in one of the

plates of the balance.
Your task then will be to find

light, fun, special and
organic things, like feathers,

cotton or flowers, you can put
on the other plate balance it.

If you do not have a scale you
can always build one.

Lets do this! draw your experiment.

When you are centered in your heart space,
you are lightweight, in joy, beautiful, with no worries and

in Service to Love everywhere present, like the feathers.
But it only takes one time of you being angry,

 scared, or sad, or a single time of you feeling
unworthy of everything love, to generate
   a heavy weight     in you that will need a 
  lot of  love and        light to dissolve its 
                       negative effects.







Activity sheet: Support Who You Truly Are As Gods & GODDESSES









Support
Unconditional

NEW UNIVERSAL LAWS

&God



Support Unconditional 
Love and God...

What is Unconditional Love?
 

It's the Fabric that Unites All 
things in the Light. To Support 

Unconditional Love is to 
recognize that we are All 

connected and to Embrace Life 
without judgement and 

conditions. 

�e word God 
is an Expression 

of All things Loving!



ACTIVITY SHEET: SUPPORT UNCONDITIONAL LOVE AND GOD

Daily
Unconditional

Love
Exercises...
2. Do something 4 someone 
everyday without expecting 

anything in return... Kindness 
is a Reflection of You not 

them!

1. Mirror techniques are a really 

Powerful way to look past your 

physical vessel and acknowledge 

the Spirit within...

A�rm these qualities every 

morning upon waking:

I Am Divine
I Am Connected 
I Am Expressive 

I Am Loved
I Am Powerful 
I Am Creative 

I Am Safe...

These Will help to align your 

Chakras & a�rm your Royal 

Angel Qualities. 

3. Self Hugs are SelfLove and releases feelings of anxiety and loneliness...
 

Hug yourself every morning and say thank You... Yesterday is history tomorrow is a Mystery todays is a Gift that why we call it the Present.



To Support 
God/Unconditional 

Love is to Live a Life of 
Truth, Passion and 
Purpose... God lives 

inside All of us. 
However we must 

decide that we want 
our God Self 2 B in 
control leaving the 
mind behind and 

Following your Heart 
ALWAYS!



1. Write down 7 things every morning that you 
are Grateful 4... Gratitude is an appreciation of 

the Unconditional love that fills your space.

2. Daily stretching is a Great way 2 Love your 
Love Yourself as it helps 2 move&release blocked 

Energy... Unconditional Love is All about 
movement as Change is the only constant. 

3. What Brings you Joy? To Support God is 2 Be in 
Joy and Allow that Abundant feeling 2 B Shared 
with others... Doing what brings you Joy is not 

selfish... Joy is contagious.

Exercises:

To support Unconditional Love/God 
in All moments is 2 B the Greatest 

Grandest Version You and let others 
have their own experiences...



Support
Passion

Playfulness
and

Laughter
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Support Passion, Playfulness and 
Laughter...This Holy Trinity of 

Expressive qualities is 
Fundamental to keeping Vibrations 
High and making the most of Life.
Support Passion: Life is a journey 

of Self discovery, finding New 
things that have you bouncing out 
of bed and learning what Brings 
you most Joy. A key Ingredient 4 
Passion is having Intensions that 
serve the upliftment of All Souls 

including our Planet...



Passion

1. Make up your own 
little 2 minute dance 2 
start each day... 2 play 
is 2 Accept the moment 
and have fun with it.

Try these exercises 
2 find your Full Passions..

1. Practice drawing 7 
Circles a day with your 

left hand 2 activate your 
Right Brain

2. Creativity is 
activated by colours so be 

aware of what you're 
wearing with each 

activity... 

3. Passion is not about 
what you do but why you 

do it...Write down 7 
sentences on why you 
wake up every morning.

Try these exercises 
2 find your Full Passions..

1. Practice drawing 7 
Circles a day with your 

left hand 2 activate your 
Right Brain

2. Creativity is 
activated by colours so be 

aware of what you're 
wearing with each 

activity... 

3. Passion is not about 
what you do but why you 

do it...Write down 7 
sentences on why you 
wake up every morning.

Try these exercises 
2 find your Full Passions..

1. Practice drawing 7 
Circles a day with your 

left hand 2 activate your 
Right Brain

2. Creativity is 
activated by colours so be 

aware of what you're 
wearing with each 

activity... 

3. Passion is not about 
what you do but why you 

do it...Write down 7 
sentences on why you 
wake up every morning.

Try these exercises 
2 find your Full Passions..

1. Practice drawing 7 
Circles a day with your 

left hand 2 activate your 
Right Brain

2. Creativity is 
activated by colours so be 

aware of what you're 
wearing with each 

activity... 

3. Passion is not about 
what you do but why you 

do it...Write down 7 
sentences on why you 
wake up every morning.



Playfulness is an 
Expression of 

Content Godliness... 
Support Playfulness 
with these Simple 
daily exercises..

2. Animals love 2 play... 

Spend moments everyday 

not just playing with 

animals but also sharing in 

the Unconditional Love 

3. A Great way 2 support 
Playfulness is 2 have fun 
in the garden... its takes 
few moments in Nature 2 
lift your Spirits so spend 
time in the Garden and 
find funny faces in the 
flowers, get your hands 
dirty and dance in the 

sprinklers...



Laughter...the Best medicine of All  -
Laughter is the playground of Love, 

the sound of Love having Fun. 

What makes you Laugh?... Give 
these a Whirl..

1. Laughter is the effect of 
playfulness within... not taking life 
seriously... find your daily dose of 
laughter by doing things that you 
find difficult and then imagine an 

elephant climbing a tree
2. Laughing at Yourself is the Best 
because you are your Best friend... 
talk 2 yourself everyday as if you're 
applying 4 an acting position and the 

Laughter will Flow...

Laughter and sadness dont live 
together... whenever you not feeling 

so good and your Smile seems 
hidden in the closet... Always 

ReHeart this:
Knock knock...
Who is there...

Little miss laughter...
Who? 

Laughter is like jelly...at first is 
runny ...oh wait no it's not like jelly

What's white and hangs in trees?
A bunch of Milk



BEAUTY

PERFECT HEALTH

HEALING

7. Support Beauty, Perfect Health,
and Healing

Look outside in nature, what do you see? Can you see the perfection in the flower petals? The
grandness of the trees? The vastness of the meadow? The harmonious tune of the birdsong?
This is the beauty in nature that we can always appreciate. There is also beauty in people.
including yourself. 
Support beauty by appreciating everything that is grand around you and in you. 
Do you like to draw, paint or sing a song? Get creative and see what beautiful pieces of art are
waiting to be manifested. See the positive in everything and be grateful. This way of being will
bring you infinite joy and attract more beauty and grandness into your life.

Perfect health doesn't just mean being physically fit and healthy . Perfect health is wholeness of
being with balanced harmonics (original energetic forces of Love and the Unknown). This is
where your heart and brain are fully connected and your physical vessel is vibrating at 100%.
Everything is energy and everything is connected. Stay in the present moment of Love and the
Unknown without going into thinking about the past or future. There is no need to judge
anything as good or bad, we are here to have life experiences. Accept, embrace, and allow
everything in your experience. Have spiritual disciplines including meditation, movement, cutting
energetic chords with everything and everyone, drinking plenty of plasma water and eating red
meat! 

Mother God created us so that we could heal ourselves without needing doctors or others to tell
us what to do for healing.We are healing ourselves when we are in joy and in the present
moment of Now. We can also heal on a physical, emotional and soul level. We can help heal our
physical vessels through natural medicine, such as herbs, essential oils, colloidals, organic
tobacco and marijuana or THC. Emotionally we can cut cords daily and also practice writing on
our journals as well as crying to release negative emotions. Our soul also needs healing if we are
not paying enough attention to our inner growth. Your soul evolves through change and coming
out of your comfort zone by trying new things. Sometimes its scary to try new things but this is
where we grow as a Royal Angel the most. 



BEAUTY ~ COME UP WITH WORDS THAT DESCRIBE BEAUTY
STARTING WITH EACH OF THE LETTERS BELOW:

PERFECT HEALTH

HEALING

Activity Sheet:
Support Beauty, Perfect Health, and Healing

Connect with your heart. Write down on a piece of paper what is is like to be connected to your
heart. Do you find it easy or difficult to connect? Do you feel physical sensations? Do you see
colours? What feelings or images come up when you connect.?

You can also draw a picture of how connecting to your heart makes you feel. It can be any
drawing you like! Or just colours on a page.

Do something today that is outside of your comfort zone. Something you have not done before.

For example, you could talk to someone you haven't talked to before. Is there a classmate at
school that you want to talk to but feel too shy to do it?
Or try a new move or trick with your body. Can you do the cartwheel or do the splits? There is
only one way to get better at something and that is to start doing it and practising with
consistency. You can ask a friend to do it with you where you can both make sure you do the
task and not make excuses. You can also encourage and cheer each other on.

B -
E -
A -
U -
T - 
Y - 
(see if you can come up with more than one word for each



Supporting all of Creation means that we support Life itself. We

support Source and all aspects of Source. We honor everything as

a part of God, inlcuding ourselves. 

Support All of Creation 
S E T  I N T E N T I O N S  F O R  T H E  H I G H E S T  G O O D

When we support all of Creation, we put LOVE first and we put

Mother first. This supports all life as serving love, always serves the

greater good. 

On Earth, we have EGO, which causes us to think about ourselves

first and others last. This is the flip of true reality where we always

take actions in love that is best for the whole, rather than for us

individually. What is highest for ALL is also highest for us, as we

are all ONE. 



Each day practice setting the intention and ask your angels for

the highest good for all which is joy and happiness. Always ask,

"what would love do next."  

All of Creation works as ONE. There are different races of

Galactics, different Multi-Verses, and different planets. However,

all parts of Creation are in unity consciousness. 

Support All of Creation 
S E T  I N T E N T I O N S  F O R  T H E  H I G H E S T  G O O D

In true reality, there is no "me". We are a unique expression of

Mother & Father God, but we are all created from the same

energy which is LOVE. When we support this, we support love. 



Support Vision

Vision means you can see! But not just with your eyes,
Vision is also seeing with the Heart and creating the most

beautiful dreams of Love Everywhere Present!



Can you see a face in the clouds?
What else can you see? How do the

different things make you feel?



We are All here to co-create Heaven on Earth, that means we
do not have to live the way we have been told too. This means that

we can create anything from Our Vision! This is so exciting! Unicorns,
rainbows, the Grandest Tree Houses… magical experiences. Your

Vision might be a goal that you work towards achieving, what is your
vision?

Share Your Vision
Here

What Steps Will
you take to see

your vision come
true?

How will you feel when
your vision is realized?

Support Your Grandest Visions AlwaysSupport Your Grandest Visions AlwaysSupport Your Grandest Visions Always



My Visions
ALLOWING YOURSELF TO SET AN INTENTION TO

CREATE SOMETHING IN THE HIGHEST IS A
BEAUTIFUL EXPRESSION OF LOVE

Share five things you'd like to see come True to make

everyone's experience a joyous one. It is important

that Our visions serve the Greatest Good of All and

not just Our self. 



In Your Heart Is Every Answer. Have Faith and
Trust in ALL your experiences, It is ALL for the

Highest, even when it doesn't look like it!



Allow Faith to help
you and others in
beautiful ways

Faith Can Move Mountains

Faith is 
the answer when you

worry, when you doubt.
All is ALWAYS well, have

Faith in Mother God



Five 
Daily Exercises
to Strengthen

Faith

 She will always
Listen and then the
Angels will help you
in the Highest way!

as you pray more and
more you will see the

miracles happen! 
Your Angels will 

give you guidance, 
Listen.

Step Outside Your
Comfort Zone!

Pray to Mother God
Listen to your

Angels,

Experience = Wisdom.
Choose to have

experiences that are
outside your comfort

zone

Be Love In Action. Give
Gratitude

Love In Action pushes us All
closer to Heaven on Earth. 

Be Loving in 
your thoughts, words 

and actionsRemain Centered

Many things can pull us from
Our Heart. Distractions are

All around. Give yourself
MOMents to feel fully into

your Heart, so you can
remain centered



FaithFaithFaith
You may not always see, hear, feel or

know what another is sharing with
you. Faith is the Truth that you hold

in your Heart that allows you to Trust

Faith is seeing Light with
your Heart when All your
eyes can see is darkness.

Faith is trusting what you do not
see, the reward of this Faith is to

see what you once could not.





Supporting Vision &Supporting Vision &Supporting Vision &
Supporting FaithSupporting FaithSupporting Faith

Produces MiraclesProduces MiraclesProduces Miracles



Everytime you GIVE MomEverytime you GIVE MomEverytime you GIVE Mom
and the Angels Energy byand the Angels Energy byand the Angels Energy by

holding Faith and theholding Faith and theholding Faith and the
Highest Vision, they useHighest Vision, they useHighest Vision, they use

that energy to Createthat energy to Createthat energy to Create
Miracles in yourMiracles in yourMiracles in your

experience!experience!experience!



FaithFaithFaith
doesn't makedoesn't makedoesn't make

SenseSenseSense

IT MAKESIT MAKESIT MAKES
MiraclesMiraclesMiracles



As we have sharedAs we have sharedAs we have shared   
supporting vision and Faithsupporting vision and Faithsupporting vision and Faith   

will bring you miracles.will bring you miracles.will bring you miracles.   
When you start experiencing miracles,When you start experiencing miracles,When you start experiencing miracles,   

BE GRATEFUL,BE GRATEFUL,BE GRATEFUL,   
feel them fully,feel them fully,feel them fully,   
write them downwrite them downwrite them down   

thank Mother God and The Angelsthank Mother God and The Angelsthank Mother God and The Angels   
and this will help youand this will help youand this will help you   

receive even morereceive even morereceive even more



Write  everything  you  can  remember  about  experiencing  your

miracle !  How  did  you  feel ,  what  could  you  see ,  smell .  hear?  Who  was

with  you ,  what  t ime  was  i t?   Write  everything  your  Heart  feel  i s  part

of  the  miracle !

MIRACLE  JOURNAL



Write  everything  you  can  remember  about  experiencing  your

miracle !  How  did  you  feel ,  what  could  you  see ,  smell .  hear?  Who  was

with  you ,  what  t ime  was  i t?   Write  everything  your  Heart  feel  i s  part

of  the  miracle !

MIRACLE  JOURNAL



Write  everything  you  can  remember  about  experiencing  your

miracle !  How  did  you  feel ,  what  could  you  see ,  smell .  hear?  Who  was

with  you ,  what  t ime  was  i t?   Write  everything  your  Heart  feel  i s  part

of  the  miracle !

MIRACLE  JOURNAL



To BE kind one must feel into their
Divine Heart space. Kindness is to

express your Grandness positively with
your words or actions. It shows you care

without judgement for the highest
good. To be unattached with another

BEing or situation in the present
MOMent of now. Be real and true with

yourself first to reflect that Divinity
within to BE an example of Kindness.

KINDNESS

A smile upon your face is a way to
Divinely Express love language with no
words spoken.How do you feel when
another BEing smiles at you? You may
feel comfort and joy within your heart.
It allows others to feel that another
BEing they know or don’t know cares.
It’s a way to reflect that feeling to say “
Hi I care about you” or” Hello how are
you “ A smile can also BE a connection
you make with your eyes. We are all
connected in Divine Unity cosciousness
as we are all created by Mother God.
Feel into your Heart and focus on the
love you feel when you accept a smile.
It will bring you Joy in the. MOMent to
share a smile to reflect that Love and
Joy everywhere present…Happy eating!

SUPPORT KINDNESS AND SMILES

SMILES



Each time you use the bathroom take a
moment to look in the mirror into your
eyes and greet yourself with a smile to
say “ Hi I Love You” ....Stay in the
Present MOMent of Now Mirror your
Smile take a walk each day and give a
smile to other BEings, trees, flowers and
whatever else you feel to share your
smile with... Draw a picture of the joy
you feel from sharing your smile.

Feel into how you can Be kind Make a
list of 10 ways you can show kindness
to another person or Mother Earth...

BE Kind Shine your Love and Light take
your list and BE in Right Action and
share your Kindness…

RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS

ACTIVITIES

SUPPORT SMILES



SUPPORT GRANDNESS, ONENESS, &
LIVING IN THE MOMENT

PR E S EN T  MOMEN T  OF  NOW = ONENE S S

Supporting Grandness means that you seek the best for All,
including yourself. Grandness does not mean entitlement or
arrogance, but that you seek the best and highest for all of

Creation. 

Supporting Oneness means that you support all as ONE. You
support the greater good, you support unity, and you support

co-creation. This is ONENESS with the ALL.

Living in the present moment of now means that you do not
have thoughts of the past or of the future, but you stay present

with each moment. 



SUPPORT GRANDNESS, ONENESS, &
LIVING IN THE MOMENT

PR E S EN T  MOMEN T  OF  NOW = ONENE S S

ONENESS is always in the present moment of now, when you
are connected in the heart to Mother of all Creation and your

brothers and sisters. 

Living in the present moment of now asks us to accept,
embrace and allow all experiences. Not to judge experiences
but taking them all as opportunities to grow and have fun !

When we are all experiencing grandness, we are in love with
ourselves, with God, and with eachother. We are always co-

creating in unity and joy and making magic.



Name

Fill in the blanks,
multiple choice

C I R C L E  T H E  A N S W E R  T H A T  B E S T  F I T S  T H E  S E N T E N C E O N  T H E  T O P I C
S U P P O R T I N G  G R A N D N E S S  

Date

Grandness does not mean ___________ or arrogance, but that you seek the
best and _____________ for all of Creation.

When we are all experiencing ____________, we are in ________ with ourselves,
with __________, and with eachother.

Living in the present moment of now means that you do not have thoughts
of the ______ or of the _______, but you stay _______ with each moment.

1.Happiness, worst
2. entitlement, highest 
3. laziness, least 

past, future, present
day, sun, happy

children, puppies, tired 

1.
2.
3.

sadness, trouble, our parents
stress, our mind, our family

grandness, love, God 

1.
2.
3.



REFLECT ON YOUR LESSONS & BLESSINGS

2020 Reflection

Reflect on the year 2020 and how much you grew, what you learned, what you transformed,

and what you are still struggling with. Write it all down and then identify the things you

wish to transform or let go of in 2021, and set some goals for yourself of what you want to

create and how you see your highest and gradnest version of yourself. 



UNIVERSAL LAWS OF NEW EARTH 

SUPPORT TRUTH & HONESTY 

SUPPORT MOTHER EARTH & HEAVEN 

SUPPORT HAPPINESS, JOY, CREATIVITY, PEACE & HARMONY

SUPPORT YOURSELVES AS GODS/GODDESSES

SUPPORT UNCONDITIONAL LOVE & GOD

SUPPORT PASSION, PLAYFULLNESS & LAUGHTER

SUPPORT BEAUTY, PERFECT HEALTH & HEALING

SUPPORT ALL OF CREATION & SET INTENTIONS FOR THE
HIGHEST GOOD 

SUPPORT VISION, FAITH & MIRACLES

SUPPORT KINDNESS & SMILES

SUPPORT ONENESS, GRANDNESS & LIVING IN THE MOMENT

SUPPORT THE ONE RIVER OF LIFE 

SUPPORT OUR GALACTIC BROTHERS & SISTERS

SUPPORT ABUNDANCE, TREASURES & GIFTS

SUPPORT LIVING IN A STATE OF GRATITUDE

SUPPORT TRUE FREEDOM & LIVE REAL LIFE

SUPPORT NATURE & ALL HER BEAUTY & WISDOM

SUPPORT MANIFESTING ALL OF ONE'S DREAMS

SUPPORT RAINBOWS & BUILDING BRIDGES OF LOVE TO ONE
ANOTHER 

SUPPORT ANGELS & ALL WHO SUPPORT THE HIGHEST GOOD

SUPPORT BECOMING THE GREATEST, GRANDEST,
VISION/VERSION ONE CAN BE 
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